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1. IRON MAN / TONY STARK 
Genius, billionaire playboy philanthropist who fights crime using a suit of armor. Tony also 
suffers from a heart condition due to a chest injury sustained during an attempted 
kidnapping.  
 

2. CAPTAIN AMERICA / STEVE ROGERS 
A 1940s American soldier injected with serum giving him enhanced physical strength, 
endurance and agility. Steve supposedly died in battle during World War II; in reality he 
survived, merely fell asleep, and woke up in the 20th century.  
 
3. THOR / THOR ODINSON 
The Asgardian god of thunder who possesses an enchanted hammer named Mjolnir which 
grants him supernatural abilities such as weather manipulation and flight.  

 
4. HULK / DR. BRUCE BANNER 
An often-angry green skinned, gigantic, muscular being possessing amazing physical 
strength due to Dr. Bruce Banner’s accidental exposure to gamma radiation.  

 
5. HAWKEYE / CLINT BARTON 
A master sharpshooter and marksman who never misses a target. Inspired by Tony Stark’s 
acts of heroism as Iron Man, Clint abandoned his circus act and decided to become a hero.  

 
6. BLACK WIDOW / NATASHA ROMANOVA 
A former Russian KGB assassin who defects to the United States following her defeat at the 
hands of Iron Man. Natasha later joins the Avengers alongside Hawkeye and Iron Man, and 
becomes one of the few of the original Avengers who doesn’t have any superpowers.  

 
7. BLACK PANTHER / T’CHALLA 
King and protector of the African nation of Wakanda (wuh-KAHN-duh). T’Challa possesses 
great amounts of strength, endurance, and agility, thanks to drinking the essence of a heart-
shaped herb from the lands of his home.  

 
8. WINTER SOLDIER / BUCKY BARNES 
Former brainwashed assassin who is also Steve Rogers’s best friend, and who was believed 
to have died in battle during World War II. In reality, Bucky survived, was taken to a secret 
Russian facility where he was fitted with a prosthetic bionic arm, and then brainwashed into 
becoming an assassin. It wasn’t until a confrontation with Steve that Bucky regained his 
memories.   
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9. CAPTAIN MARVEL / CAROL DANVERS 
A former U.S. Air Force pilot whose DNA becomes fused with an alien’s—from a species 
known as the Kree—following a devastating explosion. The results of the fusion gave Carol 
superhuman abilities, including enhanced strength, stamina, endurance, and the power of 
flight.  

 
10. SCARLET WITCH / WANDA MAXIMOFF 
A mutant who possess supernatural abilities such as teleportation, matter manipulation, 
and time disruption. Due to a raid on her foster parents’ home, Wanda was orphaned as a 
child alongside her twin brother Pietro, forcing them to fend for themselves well into their 
adulthood.  

 
11. FALCON / SAM WILSON 
Former criminal turned hero who has mechanical wings that give him flight. Sam also has a 
limited telepathic communication over birds, which he uses to his advantage. Sam was 
inspired to become a hero after a conversation with Steve Rogers (as Captain America), 
similar to Clint and Iron Man.  
 

12. QUICKSILVER / PIETRO MAXIMOFF 
A mutant who possesses the ability to travel at supersonic speeds. Like his twin sister 
Wanda, Pietro was orphaned at a young age, and used his speed to help keep him and his 
sister safe.  

 
13. ANT-MAN / SCOTT LANG 
Ex-con turned hero that wears a suit allowing him to respectively shrink or grow to 
microscopic or gigantic sizes, as well as grant him the ability to communicate telepathically 
with ants. Scott initially stole the suit from its creator, Hank Pym—the original Ant-Man—to 
care for his ailing daughter. After witnessing the lengths Scott would go to care for his 
family, Hank decided to let Scott keep the suit—but only if he promised to use it for 
upholding the law.  

 
14. WAR MACHINE / JAMES RHODES 
A former U.S. Marine who wears a battle suit similar to Iron Man’s to fight crime. Rhodes 
(affectionately called “Rhodey”) and Tony met during Tony’s escape from captivity. Years 
later, Tony fell into a deep depression, which caused Rhodes to temporarily take his place as 
Iron Man. Eventually, Tony built Rhodes his own suit, which he then modified into the 
current War Machine armor.  

 
15. SPIDER-MAN / PETER PARKER 
A superhero that possesses spider-like abilities after getting bitten by a radioactive spider. 
Unlike most heroes, Parker has an unusually upbeat demeanor when fighting crime, and 
prefers taking down small-time criminals, giving the persona of being “your friendly, 
neighborhood Spider-Man.”  
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16. WOLVERINE / JAMES HOWLETT AKA LOGAN 
A mutant that fights crime using retractable claws that come out of the back of his hands. 
Logan also possesses a regenerative healing factor, allowing him to take on most 
superpowered villains without any substantial damage to his body.  

 
17. MYSTIQUE / RAVEN DARKHÖLME 
A mutant shapeshifter who can mimic anyone she sees to near perfection. Like Logan, Raven 
has a regenerative healing factor, which has slowed down her aging. It is said that she is 
over 100 years old.  

 
18. THE BEAST / DR. HANK MCCOY 
A mutant with the ability to transform into an ape-like appearance who possesses brutish 
strength, endurance, and agility. Although much of his attributes are similar to the Hulk, 
Hank has more control over his mutant form, and is incredibly intelligent and well spoken—
even as the Beast—which presents an interesting paradox. Also, as Beast, Hank’s senses are 
increased hundred fold.  

 
19. STORM / ORORO MUNROE 
A mutant who has the ability to manipulate the weather. Ororo’s parents were killed in 
Arab-Israeli conflict, leaving her an orphan. Also around this time, Ororo developed 
claustrophobia, which would follow her well into adulthood.  

 
20. JEAN GREY / PHOENIX 
A mutant who possesses incredible telekinetic and telepathic powers. As the Phoenix, Jean’s 
powers are magnified by one hundred, giving her other-worldly abilities such as 
teleportation, cosmic pyrokinesis, and near-immortality.  

 
21. COLOSSUS / PIOTR RASPUTIN 
A mutant who has the ability to transform his body into metal, making him one of the 
strongest mutants alive. Even when not transformed, Piotr has an imposing figure, with a 
height of 6’7”. Like Hank McCoy, Piotr has a stoic and caring demeanor, which presents him 
as more of a gentle giant.  

 
22. CYCLOPS / SCOTT SUMMERS 
A mutant who can emit a powerful laser beam from his eyes. Unfortunately for Scott, this 
beam cannot be stopped voluntarily, and as such, Scott must either close his eyes or wear 
custom-made protective eyewear to control it.  

 
23. MR. FANTASTIC / REED RICHARDS 
Genius scientist and superhero who is given the ability to stretch his body into any shape or 
size. Reed’s intellect rivals that of Tony Stark’s, which sometimes puts them at odds. Reed 
was gifted his powers when the spacecraft he invented was bombarded by cosmic radiation.  
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24. THE INVISIBLE WOMAN / SUSAN STORM 
Superhero who was granted the ability of invisibility and force field manipulation due to a 
cosmic storm. Sue is the older brother of Johnny Storm (aka the Human torch), and married 
to Reed Richards (aka Mr. Fantastic), and often serves as the core of the Fantastic Four.  

 
25. THE THING / BEN GRIMM 
A superhero whose skin is primarily made of hard rock, giving him incredible physical 
strength. Unlike most heroes, Ben’s rock-like skin is a form that is constant, something he 
cannot willingly summon. Although the two are close friends, this juxtaposition serves a 
point of friction between him and Reed Richards, as it was Reed’s carelessness that put him 
in this position in the first place.  

 
26. THE HUMAN TORCH / JOHNNY STORM 
A superhero who can engulf his entire body in flames, and is able to manipulate any nearby 
fire by sheer force of will. Johnny is the younger brother of Susan Storm, as well as the 
youngest of the Fantastic Four. He is often the most reckless, usually leaping into situations 
without thinking, much to the chagrin of his teammates.  
 

27. MAGNETO / MAX EISENHARDT AKA ERIK LEHNSHERR 
A powerful mutant who can create magnetic force fields and attacks. A Holocaust survivor, 
Max adopted the name “Erik Lehnsherr” when he killed an angry mob and unintentionally 
destroyed a city. He is also the father of Wanda and Pietro Maximoff. Unlike his friend 
Charles Xavier, Erik believes that mutants are the superior species (rather than humans), 
and has tried on several occasions to bring that vision to life.  

 
28. PROFESSOR X / CHARLES XAVIER 
A paraplegic and powerful mutant who possesses great telepathic and ESP abilities. 
Although he and Erik Lehnsherr are friends, both have opposing views on the status of 
mutants and humans. Xavier believes that mutants should be able to coexist peacefully 
amongst humans without persecution, whereas Erik believes that mutants are and should 
be the dominant species. As such, Xavier’s and Erik’s viewpoints have brought comparisons 
to Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X, respectively.  

 
29. SABRETOOTH / VICTOR CREED 
A mutant who has a bestial appearance and superhuman abilities, most notably a rapid 
healing factor, razor-sharp claws, and superhuman senses. While he has many attributes 
similar to Logan, Victor has views his abilities as an advantage rather than a curse, an even 
moonlights as an assassin.  
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30. DOCTOR STRANGE / STEPHEN STRANGE 
A powerful sorcerer who uses mystical artifacts to defend the world against any potential 
mystical threats. Doctor Stephen Strange was once a brilliant and gifted surgeon, but a car 
crash rendered his hands useless. Desperate, Stephen sought out the Ancient One, who 
taught him the mystic arts, allowing him to eventually become the Sorcerer Supreme.   

 
31. STAR-LORD / PETER QUILL 
A hybrid alien human who is a master combat strategist and marksman. Orphaned as a kid, 
Peter Quill eventually joined NASA and ventured out into space; however, his ship 
malfunctions, leaving him stranded in space until he is found by a group of space pirates 
known as the Ravagers. Peter finds some common ground with the Ravagers’ leader, Yondu, 
and is allowed to stay with them.  

 
32. NIGHTCRAWLER / KURT WAGNER 
A mutant who possesses enhanced agility, flexibility and night vision, as well as the ability to 
teleport. Kurt also possesses a prehensile tail, which allows him to grab onto objects with 
ease. Like many others in his position, Kurt’s appearance and his personality present an 
interesting juxtaposition, as he appears to look like a blue demon, but in reality he a 
charismatic, if not somewhat mischievous, mutant.  

 

 
 
 

1. BATMAN / BRUCE WAYNE 
Genius, playboy billionaire who moonlights as a crime-fighting vigilante. Trained to the peak 
of physical and mental perfection, Bruce devoted all of his time to fighting crime after his 
parents were killed in a mugging in his youth.  

 
2. SUPERMAN / KAL-EL AKA CLARK KENT 
A superpowered alien from the destroyed planet of Krypton who was raised by a farming 
couple in Kansas. Clark possess many superhuman abilities, such as supersonic speed, 
enhanced strength and agility, heat vision, and ice breath. His weakness is a gemstone 
known as kryptonite, which found its way to earth after Clark crash-landed here.  

 
3. WONDER WOMAN / DIANA PRINCE 
An Amazonian warrior princess from the Greek island of Themyscira who possesses 
enhanced strength, flight, and speed. Diana made the choice to leave her homeland and 
fight for the greater good when a pilot crash-landed on her island. As such, Diana is no 
longer allowed to return to Themyscira due to her contact with the outside world.   
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4. FLASH / BARRY ALLEN 
A superpowered speedster who can run at the speed of light. Barry can also tap into 
something known as the Speed Force, which grants him superhuman abilities such the 
power to become a lightning bolt.  

 
5. GREEN LANTERN / HAL JORDAN 
A test pilot who is given superhuman abilities thanks to an alien ring from outer space. The 
ring grants the wearer superhuman abilities, including the power of flight, super strength, 
and the ability to construct any object the wearer desires. Hal is a member of the Green 
Lantern Corps, an intergalactic force that patrols the galaxy and prevents any threats to the 
balance of the universe.  
 
6. AQUAMAN / ARTHUR CURRY 
The king of Atlantis who possess the ability to command all aquatic life. Arthur will do 
anything to preserve life under the seas, which occasionally brings him in to conflict with the 
surface world and its inhabitants.  
 
7. CATWOMAN / SELINA KYLE 
A thief who possesses cat-like reflexes and mostly uses a bullwhip as her weapon of choice. 
Selina has a very complex relationship with Bruce Wayne, and always finds a way to get his 
attention (when she wants to). Selina can also be seen as an antihero, occasionally going on 
the rebound to help fight for the greater good, if only to protect herself.  
 
8. HARLEY QUINN / DR. HARLEEN QUINZEL 
A former psychologist who is usually seen as an accomplice alongside the sadistic serial killer 
the Joker. For years, Harley suffered through mental, physical, and emotional abuse in her 
relationship with the Joker, in some cases causing her to question her self-esteem. In recent 
years, Harley has become an antihero, similar to Selina, and is determined to find a name for 
herself as well as leave her abusive relationship with the Joker behind.  
 
9. GREEEN ARROW / OLIVER QUEEN 
An expert vigilant archer and marksman that fights crime primarily using a bow and arrow. 
Oliver is also a billionaire tycoon, and owner of Queen Industries, which he uses to hide the 
fact that he is the Arrow, similar to Bruce Wayne and his cover of Wayne Industries. Oliver’s 
crime-fighting appearance is that of a modern-day Robin Hood.  
 

10. BLACK CANARY / DINAH LANCE 
An expert hand-to-hand martial artist who also possesses a ultrasonic scream, known as the 
Canary Cry, to cause severe damage and incapacitate opponents. Dinah is trained in many 
forms of martial arts, from boxing to judo to kung fu. She is often romantically linked to 
Oliver Queen, and the two have occasionally fought crime alongside each other. Dinah’s 
Canary Cry can only be used sporadically, as it fatigues her whenever she uses it.   
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11. NIGHTWING / DICK GRAYSON 
A former circus performer turned vigilante hero, and is Bruce Wayne’s adopted son and 
former sidekick. Like Bruce, Grayson’s parents were murdered when he was young, which 
caused Bruce Wayne to officially adopt him as his son. Bruce would soon begin training Dick 
to be his sidekick, Robin. Eventually, Dick grew tired of living in Bruce’s shadow and decided 
to become his own hero, donning the name Nightwing. While Bruce usually is more 
brooding and stoic, Dick is more upbeat and happy-go-lucky, even when fighting crime.  

 
12. CYBORG / VICTOR STONE 
A superpowered, cybernetic crime fighter whose body is primarily made of machinery. Aside 
from having a genius-level intellect, Victor has the ability to adapt to almost anything 
electric or mechanical; being partially autonomous, he also can create several gadgets to aid 
him in battle, one of which is his signature sonic cannon. Victor was once a member of the 
Teen Titans, a group of teenaged, superpowered heroes whose dedicated their lives to 
protecting the world.  

 
13. STARFIRE / KORIAND’R AKA KORY ANDERS 
A superpowered alien princess from the desolate planet of Tamaran who fled to Earth 
following a coup by her sister. Kory’s physiology is designed to constantly absorb ultraviolet 
radiation. The radiation is then converted to pure energy, allowing her to fly at supersonic 
speeds and giving her enhanced strength and agility. Kory also has the ability to fire 
starbolts, which cause massive damage.  

 
14. RAVEN / RACHEL ROTH 
A powerful sorceress who possess supernatural abilities such as teleportation, astral 
projection, telekinesis, and intangibility. While Raven is considered one the most powerful 
supernatural beings, she is also the daughter of a demon named Trigon, and is constantly at 
war with him, preventing him from using her as a vessel to destroy the Earth.  

 
15. BEAST BOY / GARFIELD LOGAN 
A shapeshifter who has the ability to transform into any living creature. Garfield was 
originally once part of the Doom Patrol—a superhero “misfit” team whose unique attributes 
made them outcasts—but later joined the Teen Titans when the Doom Patrol was killed in 
action.  

 
16. BATGIRL / BARBARA GORDON 
A vigilante crime fighter and the daughter of Gotham City Police Commissioner James 
Gordon. With skills that rival that of Batman and Robin, Barbara’s debut actually rescued 
Bruce from kidnapping attempt. Tragically, Barbara’s stint as a crime fighter is cut short 
when the Joker shoots her in the spine, paralyzing her from the waist down.   
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17. HAWKGIRL / SHAYERA HOL 
A law enforcement officer from the planet Thanagar who wields a spiked mace which is 
made of an extraterrestrial material known as Nth (pronounced ENTH). Shayera and her 
partner, Katar Hol, initially came to Earth in pursuit of an alien criminal, but chose stay on 
Earth to study its law enforcement techniques. Shayera helped Katar defend the Earth 
against a Thangarian invasion, both of whom betrayed their people and forced them into 
exile on Earth.  

 
18. MARTIAN MANHUNTER / J’ONN J’ONZZ 
A superpowered Martian with telepathic and telekinetic abilities who possess the power to 
shapeshift, become intangible, and x-ray vision. J’onn was accidentally transported to Earth 
via an experimental teleportation beam created by Dr. Saul Erdel, a scientist obsessed with 
communication with extraterrestrial life. Due to Dr. Erdel’s intervention, J’onn is the only 
survivor of a Martian holocaust, an tragic event that cost him his wife and child. Also, the 
shock of bringing a true Martian to Earth gave Dr. Erdel a heart attack, and he died in J’onn’s 
arms, also stranding the Martian on Earth with no way to return home.  

 
19. BUMBLEBEE / KAREN BEECHER-DUNCAN 
A scientist with a bee-themed supersuit that grants her enhanced strength, speed, stamina, 

endurance, agility, and reflexes, as well as a protective body armor. Karen’s suit also allows 

her to shrink to a bee’s size and fly, as well as create painful electric blasts that sting like 

actual bee stings. Karen’s membership with the Teen Titans came out of a desire to help her 

then-boyfriend Malcolm Duncan impress them; her performance earned her praise from the 

Titans, who offered both her and Malcolm a spot on the team.  

 
20. BOOSTER GOLD / MICHAEL CARTER 
A superhero from 25th century Gotham City who possesses a stolen power suit, giving him 
advanced technology to fight crime. The suit allows Michael to have enhanced strength, 
project force fields, the ability to fly, and time travel. In the 25th century, Michael is a 
disgraced former athlete working as a security guard in a museum. While on patrol one 
evening, Michael decides to steal a power suit from the museum and go back in time to 
stage his own heroic acts, making a name for himself; unfortunately for him, the public can 
never seem to get his name correct, often calling him “Buster” instead of Booster.  

 
21. BLUE BEETLE / JAIME REYES 
A crime fighter who has a mystical object known as the Scarab grafted to his spine. When 
activated, the Scarab gives Jaime an armored suit resembling a blue beetle, which gives him 
enhanced strength, a translation of alien languages, and the ability to create powerful 
energy beams. Jaime initially wanted to help his father in his garage, but Jaime’s father 
refused, urging Jaime to enjoy his childhood. Jaime found the Scarab in a vacant parking lot 
one day and it fused with his spine while he was sleeping.   
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22. DOCTOR FATE / KENT NELSON 
A powerful sorcerer who uses ancient artifacts to fight crime. With the ancient helmet, 
cloak, and amulet of Nabu the god, Kent possess many supernatural abilities, including such 
as spell casting, flight, enhanced strength, invulnerability, telekinesis, telepathy, pyrokinesis, 
and lightning manipulation. Prior to becoming a sorcerer, Kent was an archaeologist 
studying ancient artifacts in Egypt. After happening upon the tomb of Nabu, his assistant is 
inadvertently killed by poison gas. Kent is the first of many who possess the Doctor Fate 
mantle over the years.  
  

23. FIRESTORM / RONALD RAYMOND & DR. MARTIN STEIN 
A metahuman crime fighter who is actually the fusion of two people. As Firestorm, Ronnie 
and Martin possess a genius level intellect, superhuman strength, high endurance, 
incredible agility, and the ability to manipulate matter on a molecular level. High school 
student Ronald “Ronnie” Raymond and Dr. Martin Sheen were caught in an accident that 
fused and enhanced their bodies—to the point where Martin possess a small bit of 
clairvoyance. Ronnie and Martin’s banter is often seen as a running gag.  

 
24. SHAZAM / BILLY BATSON 
A teenage crime fighter who can transform into an adult costumed superhero by yelling 
“SHAZAM!” As Shazam, Billy possesses powers of each of the six elders: the wisdom of 
Solomon (near omniscience), the strength of Hercules (superhuman strength), the stamina 
of Atlas (high endurance and invulnerability), the power of Zeus (immortality and the ability 
to conjure electricity), the courage of Achilles (indomitable will), and the speed of Mercury 
(superhuman speed and flight). Because teenage Billy is the human host to superhero 
Shazam, when transformed, Shazam retains much of Billy’s youthful and happy-go-lucky 
personality.  

 
25. ROBIN / DAMIAN WAYNE 
Former assassin turned vigilante and son of Bruce Wayne who was placed into Bruce’s care 
at a young age. Damian is actually the result of a genetic experiment by his mother Talia al 
Ghul and her League of Assassins; when Damian was around eight years old, Talia left 
Damian in Bruce’s care in an attempt to distract him from work. Initially, Damian and 
Bruce’s views of crime fighting clashed: Damian had been trained to kill, while Bruce did the 
opposite. Over time, Bruce retrained Damian into becoming his sidekick, and Damian 
became the fifth person to don the Robin costume, respectively.  

 
26. ZATANNA / ZATANNA ZATARA 
A powerful sorceress and magician who uses incantations to fight crime. Through sorcery, 
Zatanna is able to fly, use telepathy, teleportation, telekinesis, astral projections, and 
control energy. A unique character trait Zatanna possesses is that any spells she casts must 
be spoken backwards, which make her voice a prime target for antagonists, similar to 
Dinah’s. When Zatanna’s father mysteriously disappeared, Zatanna chose to honor his 
legacy by dressing similar to him and becoming a magician, all while searching for him.   
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27. STATIC SHOCK / VIRGIL HAWKINS 
A metahuman superhero who has the power to generate, manipulate, and protect against 
electromagnetic phenomena. Virgil got caught in the crossfire of a gang war, where he was 
doused in radioactive fluid that gave him his electromagnetic abilities. As one of the 
youngest heroes in the DC universe, his typical problems are similar to Marvel’s Spider-Man, 
in that both struggle with the responsibility of being a full-time superhero and dealing with 
everyday adolescence.  

 
28. VIXEN / MARI MCCABE 
A superhero who can harness the spirit of any animal using a mystical African totem, known 
as the Tantu Totem. With this totem, Mari can gain the power and abilities of any animal, 
past or present. When Mari was a child in Africa, her mother was killed by poachers, leaving 
her in the care of her father, until he himself was killed by his own half-brother, who was in 
search of the mystical Tantu Totem. When Mari moved to America, she confronted her 
uncle, taking the Tantu Totem with her and harnessing its powers to fight crime.  

 
29. CAPTAIN ATOM / NATHANIEL ADAM 
A former U.S. Air Force officer and test subject who gains superpowers via government 
experiment, giving him the ability to control and absorb massive amounts of energy, which 
can be converted to suit his needs, be it enhanced strength, speed, or energy blasts. A 
veteran of the Vietnam War, Nathaniel was framed for a crime he didn’t commit, and was 
given choice: be sentenced to death or participate in a government experiment. Nathaniel 
chose the experiment—a controlled explosion on an alien spacecraft with Nathaniel in it—
and was believed to have been killed as a result. In reality, Nathaniel’s body had bonded 
with the spacecraft—giving his skin a metallic-like appearance—and had been broken down 
to an atomic level, only to reappear almost 20 years in the future.  

 
30. SWAMP THING / ALEC HOLLAND 
An elemental swamp monster created from an experimental formula for plants that gives 
him enhanced strength and durability, as well as the ability to control all forms of plant life. 
Alec Holland was working on a bio-restorative formula that could help end world hunger 
when his lab was raided by mercenaries, who then planted it with a bomb. Alec 
unfortunately gets caught in the blast, setting his body on fire. In an attempt to save his life, 
Alec jumped into the nearby swamp, covered in flames as well as his formula (unbeknownst 
to him). The chemical reaction causes Alec’s consciousness to bond with the plants in the 
swamp.  
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31. STARGIRL / COURTNEY WHITMORE 
A skilled gymnast and kickboxer who wields a cosmic staff and converter belt to fight crime. 
With the staff and belt, Courtney gains enhanced speed, strength, agility and stamina, can 
project shooting stars, and manipulate cosmic energy. Courtney donned the Stargirl uniform 
out of spite for her stepfather, Pat Dugan, as she didn’t approve of his marriage to her 
mother, nor of uprooting their lives from Los Angeles to midwest Nebraska. In return, Pat 
designs a robotic suit (known as STRIPE) to assist Courtney in combat.  
 

32. BLACK LIGHTNING / JEFFERSON PIERCE 
A superpowered metahuman with the ability to manipulate electricity and energy to his will. 
Unlike most metahumans, Jeff’s powers to control electricity had been manifested since 
birth. Unfortunately for Jeff, his powers were somewhat latent, and it wasn’t until he moved 
back home with his new family that his true powers began to manifest themselves. 
Remembering the teachings of an old friend, Jeff decided to use his powers for good. Jeff 
would later find out that his daughters inherited the same powers as him.  


